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ABSTRACT

Face verification is a fast-growing authentication tool for ev-
eryday systems, such as smartphones. While current 2D face
recognition methods are very accurate, it has been suggested
recently that one may wish to add a 3D sensor to such so-
lutions to make them more reliable and robust to spoofing,
e.g., using a 2D print of a person’s face. Yet, this requires
an additional relatively expensive depth sensor. To mitigate
this, we propose a novel authentication system, based on slim
grayscale coded light field imaging. We provide a reconstruc-
tion free fast anti-spoofing mechanism, working directly on
the coded image. It is followed by a multi-view, multi-modal
face verification network that given grayscale data together
with a low-res depth map achieves competitive results to the
RGB case. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our solution
on a simulated 3D (RGBD) version of LFW, which will be
made public, and a set of real faces acquired by a light field
computational camera.

Index Terms— Anti-spoofing, biometrics, coded light
field, depth sensing, facial recognition.

1. INTRODUCTION

Automated biometric authentication systems have become in-
creasingly popular in recent years as a mean of identity ver-
ification. Among other options, facial recognition is widely
used thanks to the abundant labeled facial images available
online and to advances in deep learning techniques. In this
work, we focus on the task of face-based user authentication.

Face recognition methods based on RGB data achieve
very high accuracy [1, 2, 3]. However, while 2D color images
are sufficient for face verification, they are insufficient for
a complete authentication system, which must be robust to
spoofing as one may present a 2D print of a face to such a
system. To ensure the authenticity of the user, some existing
solutions add a depth sensor based on Time of Flight [4] or
Structured Light [5] technologies. Compared to the standard
2D setup, the addition of these technologies increases the cost
of the authentication system. Therefore, it is of great interest,
especially for low-cost devices, to have a system that does
not increase the price and is resilient to 2D spoofing.

Light field (LF) sensors capture both color and depth in-
formation and therefore may be used in face authentication

Fig. 1: Anti-spoofing demonstrated on images obtained by
our light field prototype, rejecting a curved 2D printed im-
age (center left), a flat 2D printed image (center right) and
a flat image presented on a smartphone (right). Our anti-
spoofing algorithm operates on a coded light field image and
does not require the depth images, which are shown here only
for demonstration purpose. For details, see Section 2.2.

systems. LF images can be captured by various methods such
as coded masks, coded apertures, microlenses, and pinhole
arrays. Most of these solutions are either impractical or ex-
pensive and bulky, as they require a large amount of storage
and post-processing time, which make them irrelevant to em-
bedded systems such as smartphones.

Recently, Marwah et al. have introduced the concept of
compressed LF photography [6]. They reconstruct a high-
resolution LF from its 2D coded projection measured by a
single sensor. This allows having a compact system that both
provide depth and color information.

Contribution. In this work, we rely on the concept of
compressed LF to introduce a novel low cost face authentica-
tion system. It has two major advantages: (i) it allows per-
forming the anti-spoofing operation very efficiently; and (ii)
it uses only a grayscale camera with a binary coding mask,
which makes the system inexpensive, without reducing the
achievable accuracy significantly.

2. CODED LIGHT FIELD FACE AUTHENTICATION

We now turn to describe our novel grayscale coded LF
based authentication system. First, we present the LF cod-
ing scheme, which enables fast reconstruction. Then, we
show our anti-spoofing mechanism and how we handle face
verification on grayscale LF images.
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2.1. Coded LF Capturing

We suggest the following simple model of grayscale LF ac-
quisition. For simplicity, we assume the coding of only two
views, view0 and view1, with two effective coding matrices,
φ0 and φ1, drawn as different spatial projections of the coding
mask Φ. Each pixel (at the spatial location u, v) in the coded
image, CI , can, thus, be modeled as

CI(u, v) =
∑
i

viewi(u, v)φi(u, v) i = 0, 1. (1)

Full reconstruction of the views can be obtained using sparse
coding or deep learning methods. However, for the task of
face authentication, we show that no such reconstruction is
needed. The coding mask Φ may have a random distribution,
but it can be measured at system calibration and is therefore
known. Using this knowledge, we can obtain a fast, sparse re-
construction of the views by exploiting the mask distribution.
For a random binary mask, some sensor pixels code only one
view. These pixels’ locations can be easily computed by

SMi = I[φi > 0] � I[φ1−i = 0], (2)

where SMi denotes a ”sparse mask” indicating the pixels in
which only viewi is captured on the sensor, and I is the in-
dicator function. Therefore, we may obtain a ”free” recon-
structed sparse view by

viewi,s = CI � SMi. (3)

This setup trades resolution for either light efficiency or the
number of views being coded. These factors can be opti-
mized to fit a specific application (i.e., more angles can be
coded to create a more accurate depth map). Moreover, the
coding mask pattern can be optimized given a specific system
geometry, which determines the shift between coding matri-
ces. We focus on the case of only two views. It is possible to
extend to more using the same technique. The only constraint
is the resolution of the pixels that correspond just to one an-
gle. These can be controlled by changing the the resolution of
the captured image and the light efficiency. In our case of two
angles, we assume light efficiency of 50%, which implies as
we describe later that in the coded image quarter of the pixels
will belong solely to just one of the angles. We exploit the
fact that face recognition can be done on low-resolution im-
ages, so the loss of information in the encoding process might
not fail the verification task.

Our technique is not limited to grayscale images and can
be applied also to color images with the appropriate mask or
Bayer pattern. Yet, these adjustments complicate the imple-
mentation and increase manufacturing cost. Moreover, cap-
turing color information sacrifices resolution and light effi-
ciency, and thus, we focus on the grayscale case showing that
depth information can compensate on the absence of color in
the face verification task.

Note that 50% light efficiency means that about a quar-
ter of the pixels in each view can be trivially reconstructed.
Assuming a 1.3 MP sensor, of 1080 × 1400 resolution, our
reconstructed sparse views yield 540 × 700 pixels (randomly
spaced in the original resolution). Notice that the state-of-the-
art RGB face recognition networks receive faces of resolution
250×250, which may indicate that our “free” reconstructions
are sufficient for the task of authentication. Our experiments
hereafter show that this is indeed the case.

2.2. Anti Spoofing

A reliable face authentication system must ensure that an ac-
tual face is being captured, rather than a 2D printed image of
a face. In order to do so, other verification systems use ex-
pensive 3D scanners such as Time of Flight [7] or Structured
Light [8] to detect the depth. Besides their cost, notice that
the 3D reconstruction process is time consuming. Moreover,
some of these systems are power inefficient, sensitive to am-
bient daylight and only produce a depth signal. LF images,
therefore, hold more promise for the task of face authentica-
tion, since they capture both depth and intensity information.

We suggest the following simple idea, for detecting
whether a coded LF image is of a 3D or a 2D object, without
the need to fully reconstruct the object. Our method relies on
the fact, that the disparity map of a plane being captured in
a stereo setting, is also a plane. Let a plane in 3D space be
defined by the equation

c = ax+ by + z. (4)

In a standard stereo setting, the transformation between Eu-
clidean and image spaces is given by

x =
B

d
(u− u0), y =

B

d
(v − v0), z =

B

d
fu, (5)

where B is the baseline, d is the disparity measured at the
pixel (u, v), (u0, v0) is the principle point of the image, and
fu is the pixel focal length. Combining equations (4) and (5),

d = a
B

c
u+ b

B

c
v +

B

c
(fu − au0 − bv0). (6)

Notice that this implies that in the 2D case, the disparity is
affine with respect to the image coordinates. Thus, in the case
of a flat, 2D object, one can estimate the entire disparity map
from a few sampled points.

This leads us to the following simple anti-spoofing tech-
nique. Assume that the captured face is flat. After applying
the ”free” reconstruction described in the previous section, a
basic interpolation can be conducted, followed by a local dis-
parity calculation at three specified image points. The left
sparse view can be projected to a new estimation of the right
sparse view, by applying the affine disparity map correspond-
ing to the three calculated disparity values, Dplane:

view′r,s(u, v) = viewl,s(u+Dplane(u, v), v). (7)



A similarity measure can then be applied on the projected
right view view′r,s, and the captured sparse right view,
viewr,s. Naturally, we expect this similarity to be lower
for captured 3D objects, which have non-flat disparity maps.
We found that comparing average `1 distance between cubic
interpolated sparse images provides good results.

2.3. Face Verification

As in many other works, we approach the verification task
using metric learning. This way, given a fine, accurate met-
ric, we can determine whether two faces belong to the same
person or not. We show that combining a multi-view and
a multi-modal (having both depth and intensity information)
approach, with the power of a large scale pre-trained neural
network, enables competitive results in the face verification
task on grayscale coded LF data.

Inspired by MVCNN [9], which deals with 3D objects
shape retrieval rather than faces, we applied a multi-view ap-
proach, having different CNN branches learning from 2D pro-
jections of a 3D face. Other than the original work, we handle
multi-modal data so the weights are not shared and the differ-
ent input features are concatenated instead of pooled.

The network structure may be summarized as follows.
Each input, i.e., left view, right view, and depth map, is fed
into an independent Inception Resnet V1 [10] backbone.
We choose this network since it has a public pre-trained
model available [11], trained on the 3.3 million faces of VG-
GFace2 [12]. We then concatenate all the output features
and feed them to two fully connected layers. We used triplet
loss [1] on the final features to learn the embedding.

3. DATA GENERATION

A major challenge with face verification from coded LF is the
amount of needed data: There is no dataset that contains in-
tensity and depth information of the type we acquire with our
camera, which is suitable for face recognition, as it requires
many different identities. Note that the leading networks of
face recognition have been trained on millions of identities
and up to two hundred million images [1].

To evaluate our framework, we generate two types of data:
simulated coded 3D data from a 2D dataset and coded data
from a prototype we have created. Calibration data from the
prototype was utilized in the synthetic dataset creation, in the
following manner.

Grayscale&D (GD) LFW. To generate enough data, we
use a strategy that creates a 3D face model from its RGB im-
age [13, 14, 15, 16]. We use the published code of [15] to
create 3D face reconstructions from the Labeled Faces in the
Wild dataset (LFW) [17]. The 3D model includes a point
cloud, a triangulated mesh and a detailed texture. Using the
relationship between depth and disparity, as measured using
our prototype, we convert the point cloud to a disparity map

and use it to warp the model into views. This allows trans-
ferring networks trained on LFW to the data generated with
our system. Also, this gives better disparity maps compared
to those calculated from direct point cloud projections.

Grayscale LF (GLF) Faces. In addition, we captured the
faces of 88 people using our system prototype, to produce the
”GLF Faces” dataset, used for testing our anti-spoofing mech-
anism and to asses the generalization of the verification net-
work to real data. Our prototype captured sequential LF, i.e.
four separate views (without a coding mask) on a grayscale
sensor. We use just two of the captured views, and simulate
the coding. Other works using such a prototype [18] show
that the simulated coding resembles the physical coding very
well. Thus, we believe that the experiment with the real data
and simulated coding is a valid proof of concept.

4. EXPERIMENTS

4.1. Anti Spoofing

To test our anti-spoofing concept, we conduct the following
experiment on synthetic data. Using the GD LFW database,
which we have created and resembles the depth resolution
achieved by our system, we project each grayscale left view
to a ”flat” right view, by randomized disparity plane param-
eters. Then, we simulate the acquisition process, resulting
in sparse views of both the real and the ”flat” projections.
Given a sparse left view and a sampled disparity, we create
the projected sparse right view, as described in Section 2.2.
We measure the similarity between the captured (simulated)
and projected sparse right views, by the `1 loss on their bicu-
bic interpolations. The similarity distributions are plotted in
Fig. 2a, showing a clear separation of the flat and deep faces.

We repeated the process on the GLF Faces dataset, cap-
tured by our system partial prototype. It contains 35 2D views
of flat and curved surfaces, such as partial cylinders, and
459 pairs of views of real faces. We randomly sampled 35
3D views to preserve the scale of the histograms, shown in
Fig. 2b. Though it does not exhibit a clear cut in the separa-
tion as in the synthetic case, also in this case, our method can
still save a lot of heavy computation time on obvious spoofing
cases, which may be the most common type. Notably, the fit
error of curved surfaces is still distinctively smaller than that
of actual faces, even though they are non-planar. The ROC
curves of our anti-spoofing `1-error based classifier are shown
in Fig. 2c. Having the verification done also on depth images
afterwards prevents the more complicated spoofing scenarios.
Yet, it will be applied only on a small fraction of the 2D scans,
which were not detected in the first “cheap” anti-spoofing test.

As we are the first to work with coded LF data, we com-
pare our method to the landmarks depth (LDF) method in [19]
which is the-state-of-the-art on the full LF database presented
in [20]. This is the only relevant method for comparison in
terms of the data being processed and the computation re-



(a) Synthetic Data (b) Real Data (c) ROC Curve

Fig. 2: Anti-spoofing results. 2a: The average `1 error histograms of synthetic projections. The error in the flat case is
generally smaller, indicating that the views are of a printed image of a face. 2b: The average error on our GLF Faces database,
including both flat and curved 2D images. 2c: The ROC curve in the synthetic (blue) and real (orange) cases.

Data Synthetic Real
LDF 0.05 0.08
Ours 0.004 0.039

Table 1: Average ACER at EER.

sources. We report the results using the same terms and mea-
sures as in [20] on our coded LF dataset.

We repeated Experiment 2 in [19], training for binary
classification (genuine or spoofing), mixing all attack types
(warped and planar paper, in our case). While keeping the
amount of examples of each class equal, we split the data with
a 25% test set. We report the average classification error rate
(ACER) at the equal error rate (EER), for 50 experiments with
random data split. Evaluating both strategies on GLF Faces,
we outperform their result with ACER of 0.039, compared
to 0.08 achieved by LDF. On the synthetic GD LFW, we are
also better with 0.004 ACER compared to 0.05 achieved by
LDF. The results are summarized in Table 1.

4.2. Face Verification

We report results following the unrestricted, labeled outside
data protocol of LFW [21], with 10-fold cross-validation.
We report a competitive 99.5% average accuracy on the GD
LFW data. For comparison, the original pre-trained network
achieves 99.6% accuracy on LFW, and 81.1% on grayscale
LFW. Fine tuning the pre-trained model (i.e., on a single
”branch” of Inception ResNet V1) on a three channel image
containing two grayscale views and a depth channel, we got
90% accuracy, which shows the benefits of our architecture.

On Grayscale LF Faces, the network trained on the syn-
thetic LFW data achieves 91.2% accuracy on randomly sam-
pled pairs of matching and mismatching identities. End-to-
end fine-tuning on our system data, increases the accuracy to
98.75%. The test is done in an open set manner, having 78
people in the training set (for the fine tuning) and 10 (differ-
ent) people in the test set. The same test set is used for both

Accuracy % Comments
FaceNet 99.6 RGB images; 10 folds
FaceNet 90 finetuned on GD images; 1 fold

Ours 99.5 GD images; 10 folds

Table 2: Average verification accuracy on GD LFW.

Network Accuracy
Transferred 91.2
Fine-tuned 98.75

Table 3: Average verification accuracy on our GLF dataset.

cases (with and without fine-tuning). Tables 2, 3 summarize
the verification experiments results.

5. CONCLUSION

To conclude, this work presents a novel face authentica-
tion system based on grayscale coded LF, eliminating the
need for a complicated and possibly expensive reconstruction
flow. Our proof of concept includes a fast and simple anti-
spoofing mechanism that works directly on the coded image.
We achieved competitive results in the face verification task
based on the coded data, showing a successful manifesta-
tion of the concept of application optimized sensing systems.
Printing a 2D image is quite an easy fraud, so being able to
detect it in an effective way is useful for real-life products.

Note that the focus of this work is to provide a reliable
low-cost system for face authentication and not to overcome
all possible adversaries. All anti-spoofing methods can be
tricked, given enough effort. Clearly, if one would create a
3D model from a person’s 3D scan, it will fool our system,
and most of the other 3D based technologies as well. Yet, a
video can be combined with our solution, to overcome such
challenging spoofing attempts. We leave this to future work.
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